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Abstract Distinct differences of the storm track–jet

relationship over the North Pacific and North Atlantic are

investigated in terms of barotropic and baroclinic ener-

getics using NCEP-2 reanalysis data for the period of

1979–2008. From fall to midwinter the Pacific storm track

(PST) activity weakens following the southward shift of the

Pacific jet, whereas the Atlantic storm track (AST) activity

remains steady in position and intensifies regardless of the

slight southward shift of the Atlantic jet. This study is

devoted to seeking for the factors that can contribute to this

conspicuous difference between the two storm tracks on

climatological subseasonal variation by analyzing eddy

properties and local energetics. Different eddy properties

over the two oceans lead to different contribution of

barotropic energy conversion to the initiation of storm

tracks. In the North Atlantic, meridionally elongated eddies

gain kinetic energy efficiently from stretching deformation

of the mean flow in the jet entrance. On the other hand, the

term associated with shearing deformation is important for

the initiation of PST. Analysis of baroclinic energetics

reveals that the intensification of the AST activity in

midwinter is mainly attributed to coincidence between

location of maximum poleward and upward eddy heat

fluxes and that of the largest meridional temperature

gradient over slight upstream of the AST. The relatively

large amount of precipitable water and meridional eddy

moisture flux along baroclinic energy conversion axis

likely provides a more favorable environment for baro-

clinic eddy growth over the North Atlantic than over the

North Pacific. In the meantime, the midwinter minimum of

the PST activity is attributable to the southward shift of the

Pacific jet stream that leads to discrepancy between core

region of poleward and upward heat fluxes and that of

meridional thermal gradient. Weakening of eddy-mean

flow interaction due to eddy shape and reduction of moist

effect are also responsible for the weakening of storm track

activities in midwinter when the strongest baroclinicity

exists over the North Pacific.

Keywords Pacific and Atlantic storm tracks � Eddy-mean

flow interaction � Barotropic and baroclinic energy

conversion � Moisture effect

1 Introduction

The storm track, as represented by the region of enhanced

synoptic transient activities, is one of the most important

atmospheric circulation systems, which influences the

weather and climate over the midlatitude regions in the

Northern Hemisphere (NH) (e.g. Chang et al. 2002;

Greeves et al. 2007; Nie et al. 2008). Synoptic-scale tran-

sient eddies in the storm track regions develop baroclini-

cally. The structural and dynamical property and variability

of synoptic-scale transient eddies over the North Pacific is

different from that over the North Atlantic (e.g. Nakamura

1992; Chang et al. 2002; Nakamura et al. 2002).

In subseasonal time scale, the activity of the two storm

tracks shows distinct characteristics. Nakamura (1992)
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found that the Pacific storm track (hereafter, ‘PST’) activity

is characterized by distinctive double peaks in late fall and

early spring with midwinter suppression in spite of the

strongest baroclinicity, whereas the Atlantic storm track

(hereafter, ‘AST’) activity shows a single maximum in

midwinter. It was shown that baroclinic wave activity over

the North Pacific is positively correlated with the speed of

westerly jet up to *45 ms-1. When the speed of Pacific jet

exceeds 45 ms-1, the intensity of PST activity decreases

with increasing jet strength. He also suggested that

excessively strong advection by the jet may lead to the

midwinter suppression; meanwhile relatively high lower

tropospheric specific humidity and ‘‘seeding’’ perturbation

coming from Siberia may play a role on enhancing tran-

sient activity during spring and fall. Chang (2001) found

that the diabatic heating due to latent heat release helps

amplify the baroclinic wave more effectively in October

than in January. Nakamura and Sampe (2002) suggested

that excessively intensified subtropical jet acts to hinder the

eddy amplification by its trapping effect.

From the energetics point of view, it was shown that

significant enhancement of the barotropic damping relative

to the baroclinic growth in midwinter over the North

Pacific is a major contributing factor to midwinter sup-

pression of the PST activity (Deng and Mak 2006).

Nakamura et al. (2002) showed that the stronger correlation

between eddy temperature and eddy meridional (or verti-

cal) velocity in the presence of the weakened westerlies

indicates more efficient baroclinic energy conversion

(BCEC), implying the optimum structure of transient

eddies for baroclinic growth.

Barotropic and baroclinic dynamics play an important

role on the storm track activity. Frisius et al. (1998) ana-

lyzed the physical mechanisms for the storm track orga-

nization in terms of the local energetics and transient eddy

diagnostics. Based on the local energetics, they showed

that local baroclinic instability is responsible for the

enhanced eddy kinetic energy (EKE) in the downstream of

the jet. Using reanalysis data and simulations of the

General Circulation Model, Black and Dole (2000) exam-

ined the relationship between the barotropic deformation

field and winter storm track activity and revealed that the

horizontal structure of storm track activity in the climate

model is strongly influenced by the regional patterns of

barotropic deformation in the upper troposphere.

Although many previous studies have examined the

factors regarding the variations of storm track activity,

fundamental questions are still not fully understood.

Particularly, Mak and Deng (2007) pointed out four unre-

solved features of the storm track activity: different

intensities of the PST and AST activities, difference in the

intraseasonal variability of the activity of the two storm

tracks, natures of interannual/decadal variability of the

storm track activities, and roles of moist processes on storm

tracks dynamics. While many previous studies have

focused on the midwinter minimum of the PST activity and

its possible causes, comparison of the activity of the two

storm tracks and their interaction with mean flow in sub-

seasonal time scale have been studied little. In particular, it

has not been clearly understood how barotropic and baro-

clinic energetics differently contributes to the initiation and

enhancement of the activity of the two storm tracks. Since

the background flow and transient eddy fluxes vary with

time and region, the energy conversion between mean flow

and eddy should change with time and region and play

different roles on the activity of the two storm tracks in

subseasonal variation. The main purpose of the present

study is to understand mechanisms affecting intensities and

subseasonal variations of the climatological PST and AST

activities. Particular attention is paid to the different roles

of barotropic and baroclinic energetics on the midwinter

minimum of the PST activity and midwinter maximum of

the AST activity.

The data and analysis methods used in the study are

presented in Sect. 2. Section 3 describes the contrasting

storm track–jet stream relationships between the North

Pacific and North Atlantic that is one of the major issues in

storm track dynamics. In Sects. 4 and 5, we discuss causes

that may be responsible for the contrasting relationships

from barotropic and baroclinic (Sect. 4) and moisture

(Sect. 5) point of view. Section 6 summarizes our results.

2 Data and analysis methods

We used the National Centers for Environmental Pre-

diction/Department of Energy (NCEP-DOE) AMIP-II

Reanalysis data set (NCEP-2; Kanamitsu et al. 2002) for

the daily horizontal winds and vertical motion, geopoten-

tial height, temperature, and precipitable water from 1979

to 2008. Since NCEP-2 does not provide specific humidity

on pressure level, specific humidity is derived from relative

humidity.

Previous studies have used several band-pass filtered

quantities to represent the storm track intensities which

include meridional velocity variance (Chang and Fu 2002;

Orlanski 2005), northward eddy heat flux (Nakamura

1992;Chang and Guo 2007), EKE (Black and Dole 2000;

Williams et al. 2007; Nie et al. 2008), and the root-

mean-square (RMS) of the synoptic component of the

geopotential height (Blackmon et al. 1977; Hurrell and van

Loon 1997; Mak and Deng 2007). Chang (2009) examined

several different band-pass filtered statistics, and suggested

that band-pass filtered variances are useful indicators of the

storm track activity. In this study, we tested aforemen-

tioned quantities for presenting the storm track activity and
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chose the RMS of 2–8 day band-pass filtered meridional

wind.

For better understanding the subseasonal variation of the

activity of the two storm tracks, local energetics in terms of

barotropic energy conversion (BTEC) and BCEC is

investigated in the quasi-geostrophic framework based on

Cai et al. (2007). The BTEC is produced by the inner

product of deformation vector (D-vector) of the time mean

flow and eddy vector (E-vector). The BCEC from mean

available potential energy (MAPE) to eddy available

potential energy (EAPE) is obtained from the product of

horizontal eddy heat flux and time mean temperature gra-

dient. In addition, the BCEC between EAPE and EKE can

be expressed by upward eddy heat flux.

3 Subseasonal variation of the storm track activity

To begin with, the climatological subseasonal variation of

the activity of the two storm tracks in the NH is compared

in terms of their spatial-temporal structures along with the

jet stream variations. The monthly mean storm track

intensity is defined by the RMS of 2–8 day band-pass

filtered meridional wind in each calendar month and its

climatological monthly mean is obtained by averaging over

the period of 1979–2008.

Figure 1 shows the climatological monthly mean storm

track intensity and westerly jet at 300-hPa in the North

Pacific and the North Atlantic from November to March.

Two contrasting features between the activity of the two

storm tracks are noteworthy. First, the PST activity tends to

be weakened and its core shifts southward from fall (50�N)

to midwinter (40�N) in spite of the strongest jet in January,

whereas the AST activity remains steady in longitudinal

and latitudinal position and peaks in midwinter, which has

been noted in many previous studies (Nakamura 1992;

Chang et al. 2002; Mak and Deng 2007 among others).

Second, although jet intensity and thus baroclinicity are

much weaker in the North Atlantic than in the North

Pacific, the AST intensity is much stronger than the PST

intensity during midwinter. We note also that the maxi-

mum PST activity locates in further downstream and north

of the Pacific jet core. The AST activity center is located

slightly downstream of the Atlantic jet core.

Longitudinal and latitudinal averages of the storm track

intensity along the variability center show more distinct

difference between the two storm tracks in seasonal evo-

lution. Figure 2 exhibits time-latitude structure of the storm

track activity and zonal wind at the three vertical levels. It

is noted that the PST is shifted southward and weakened as

the Pacific jet shifts southward and enhanced from October

to January, while the AST tends to persist in locating

around 50�N and intensify in midwinter with the maximum

Atlantic jet at all three levels as pointed out by Nakamura

(1992) and Nakamura et al. (2002). Nakamura and Sampe

(2002) also showed the latitudinal displacement between

the storm track axis and jet axis in the North Pacific. The

contrasting storm track–jet relationship between the North

Pacific and the North Atlantic remains an elusive issue. In

the next sections, we discuss causes that may be respon-

sible for the contrasting storm track–jet relationships by

analyzing barotropic and baroclinic energetics.

4 Barotropic and baroclinic energetics

In this study, local perturbation kinetic energy (Ke) and the

local perturbation potential energy (Pe) are focused because

the energy of perturbation is important for the developing

the storm track activity. Following Cai and Mak (1990) and

Deng and Mak (2005), the time evolution of Ke and Pe can

be expressed as follow.

oKe

ot
¼�v �rKe�r�ð/avþ/vdÞ�

ox/
op
þE �D�Fð3ÞTð3Þ

ð1Þ
oPe

ot
¼ �v � rPe þ F � T ð2Þ

where

E ¼ 1

2
v02 � u02
� �

;�u0v0
� �

;

D ¼ ou

ox
� ov

oy
;
ov

ox
þ ou

oy

� �
;

F ¼<ðu0h; v0h;�x0hÞ;

T ¼ oH0

op

� ��1
oH
ox
;
oH
oy
;�oH

op

� �
;

< ¼R

p0

p0

p

� �Cv=Cp

An overbar represents the climatological mean, p0 is

1,000 hPa, and R is the gas constant for dry air. The u0 and

v0 are transient zonal and meridional wind, respectively.

And, x0 is transient vertical p-velocity. CP (CV) represents

the specific heat of dry air at the constant pressure (volume)

and H stands for potential temperature. The subscript ‘‘3’’

refers to the vertical component. The term E � D represents

the BTEC and the term F � T which has two part, i.e.

Fh � Th and -F(3)T(3), indicates the net generation of

perturbation potential energy. The term Fh � Th and

-F(3)T(3) represent conversion from MAPE to EAPE and

conversion from EAPE to EKE, respectively. The subscript

‘‘h’’ means the horizontal component. The vd is the

irrotational part of the ageostrophic wind, and /a is the

ageostrophic part of the geopotential. More details on local
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energetics can be found in Cai and Mak (1990) and Deng

and Mak (2005). The equation for the budget of the total

local perturbation energy (TE) can be obtained from the

sum of Eqs. 1 and 2.

oTE

ot
¼�v �rTE�r� ð/avþ/vdÞ�

ox/
op
þE �DþFh �Th

Since advection of energy and convergence of energy

flux only redistribute the perturbation energy, just BTEC

and BCEC terms are considered and further analysis

methods on BTEC and BCEC will be shown in next

sections.

4.1 Eddy shape and orientation

The barotropic component of the background flow can exert

an influence on the storm track structure (Branstator 1995).

Using the linear barotropic model, Lee (2000) showed that

the barotropic dynamics alone can produce some essential

features of the observed storm track structure when the

model flow is initialized with a realistic wave packet. Before

the evaluation of BTEC, the local shape and horizontal ori-

entation of eddies over the two storm tracks are first com-

pared using E-vector based on Trenberth (1986). It differs

from the E-vector of Hoskins et al. (1983) by a factor of 1/2 in

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 1 Root-mean-square of the 2–8 day band-pass filtered 300-hPa

meridional wind (m s-1) (shading), 300-hPa zonal wind (m s-1)

(contour) in a November, b December, c January, d February, and

e March averaged from 1979 to 2008. The contour level of zonal wind

is 30, 40, 50, 60 m s-1
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the x-component (Mak and Cai 1989). The x-component of

E-vector is related to the degree of meridional elongation and

the y-component is related to an axial tilt and westerly

momentum transport by transient eddies.

Figure 3 shows subseasonal evolution of the E-vector

for band-pass filtered transient eddies (2–8 days). Two

prominent differences are seen between the PST and AST.

First, the orientation of the E-vector is evidently different

in the two storm track regions. Over the North Pacific

E-vector points southward, implying that eddies tend to be

less anisotropic and their axial tilt is relatively large. Over

North America and the North Atlantic E-vector points

eastward, implying that eddies are more meridionally

elongated and their axial tilt is relatively small. The

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 2 Time-latitude cross section of storm track intensity (m s-1)

(shading) and zonal wind (m s-1) (contour) over the a–c Pacific and

d–f Atlantic at 300-hPa (upper panels), 500-hPa (middle panels) and

850-hPa (lower panels). To obtain longitudinal mean, storm track

activity was averaged between 175�E–145�W (70�–30�W) and jet

stream was averaged between 130�–170�E (90�–50�W) in the Pacific

(Atlantic)
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reduced anisotropy and large axial tilt of eddies over the

Pacific is evident only along the storm track and its south,

while the axial tilting comparable to its Atlantic counter-

part is evident only on the poleward flank of the Pacific

storm track. The E-vector is much larger over the jet

entrance region in the Atlantic than the Pacific. Difference

of E-vector between two storm track regions plays a critical

role on BTEC which will be shown later. Second, the

E-vector gets weaken particularly over the jet entrance

(20�–40�N, 120�–160�E) and downstream region (30�–

50�N, 140�–120�W) from fall to midwinter in the Pacific

regardless of strong jet intensity, whereas over the entire

AST region this is not the case. The weakening of the

E-vector in the Pacific is due in part to the weakening of

transient eddies manifested as the midwinter minimum of

the storm track activity.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

Fig. 3 The E-vector for band-pass filtered transient eddies (2–8 days) in a November, b December, c January, d February, and e March

(1979–2008). The shadings indicate 500-hPa zonal wind and shading level is 15, 25, 35 m s-1
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4.2 Barotropic energy conversion

The BTEC can be expressed by the inner product of

D-vector of the basic flow and E-vector of the transient

parts (Cai et al. 2007).

BTEC¼ p0

g

1

2
v02�u02
� � ou

ox
�ov

oy

� �
þ �u0v0
� � ov

ox
þou

oy

� �� 	

where g is the acceleration of gravity. Figure 4 exhibits the

vertical distribution of kinetic energy conversion from the

time mean flow to transient eddies along 30�–50�N in

November and January. Positive (negative) values indicate

that eddies gain (lose) energy from (to) the mean flow. The

corresponding storm track activity is superimposed. The

figure indicates three important points. First, BTEC plays

an important role on the initial growth of eddies along the

two storm tracks. Eddies gain kinetic energy at the entrance

region of storm tracks while barotropic damping is domi-

nant along the center and downstream regions of two storm

tracks. Lee (2000) also indicated that positive BTEC is

found in the upstream of the two storm tracks and the

geographical location of positive BTEC contributes to the

eddy growth in the storm tracks. Second, BTEC is mainly

confined in the upper troposphere centered at 300-hPa.

Third, BTEC over the Atlantic is much larger than that

over the Pacific in January, while those are comparable to

each other in November. The weakening of BTEC over the

Pacific in January in spite of the strongest jet stream sug-

gests that the eddy properties should play more crucial role

on determining eddy-mean flow interaction than intensity

of background deformation.

To better understand the relative contribution of the

background deformation and eddy properties on BTEC

between the two storm tracks, the energy conversion in

January is decomposed into the stretching and shearing

deformation terms. The stretching (shearing) deformation

term is defined as the product of x (y)-component of

E-vector and that of D-vector. Figure 5a and d show very

clear difference of barotropic energetics between the two

storm tracks. The shearing (stretching) deformation term is

more dominant in the PST (AST) in January. Because of

significant value of E-vector’s x-component over North

America and the North Atlantic (Fig. 5b), contribution of

stretching deformation is much larger over the regions

although stretching of basic flow is comparable between

the two storm track regions (Fig. 5c). On the other hand,

much stronger horizontal wind shear in East Asia and the

North Pacific (Fig. 5f) is responsible for larger contribution

of BTEC in the regions when eddies show comparable

axial tilting and then horizontal momentum flux in the two

storm track regions (Fig. 5e). However, it is of importance

to note that the strongest background shearing deformation

(a) (b)

Fig. 4 Vertical-longitude cross section of kinetic energy conversion from the mean flow to eddies (W m-2) along 30�–50�N in a November and

b January. Contours in a and b indicate the storm track activity along 37.5�–57.5�N (contour level: 5, 6, …, 12, 13 m s-1)
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(Fig. 5f) in January less contributes to eddy development

than weaker counterpart in November because eddy’s axial

tilting is smaller in January than in November over the

entrance region of the PST (not shown).

4.3 Baroclinic energy conversion

Previous studies have shown that baroclinic instability is

the primary mechanism generating transient eddies that

(a) (d)

(b)

(c) (f)

(e)

Fig. 5 Kinetic energy conversion at 300-hPa in January related to the a stretching deformation and d shearing deformation. b x-component of

E-vector (m2s-2) and c x-component of D-vector (910-5 s-1). e y-component of E-vector (m2s-2) and f y-component of D-vector (910-5 s-1)
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compose the storm tracks (Blackmon et al. 1977; Lindzen

and Farrell 1980; Pierrehumbert and Swanson 1995; Frisius

et al. 1998; Chang et al. 2002; Cai et al. 2007). We further

compare the local baroclinic energetics between the two

storm tracks.

Figure 6 shows vertical wind shear and the maximum

Eady growth rate r ¼ 0:31 f

N
oU
oz










� �
(Lindzen and Farrell

1980) as indicator of baroclinicity in November and Jan-

uary, respectively. It is obvious that baroclinicity is the

largest in January in both storm track regions and it is

stronger in the North Pacific than in the North Atlantic

where the upper-level jet and the vertical wind shear are

larger. However, there are discrepancies in the core loca-

tion of jet stream and that of baroclinicity, particularly over

the Pacific. That is because the combined effect of Coriolis

effect, which decreases with latitude, and the static sta-

bility, which decreases toward ocean, positions the maxi-

mum baroclinicity zone north-eastward from the maximum

location of jet stream (Fig. 6d).

More specific baroclinic energy conversion is investi-

gated in terms of the BCEC from MAPE to EAPE and from

EAPE to EKE based on Cai et al. (2007). The BCEC from

MAPE to EAPE is related to horizontal eddy heat flux and

thermal gradient and is defined as,

BCEC I ¼ �C2 u0T0
oT

ox
þ v0T0

oT

oy

� �
;

C2 ¼ C1

p0

p

� �R=CP

,
�dH

dp

� �
; C1 ¼

p0

p

� �CV=CP R

g
;

The BCEC from EAPE to EKE is defined as,

BCEC II ¼ �C1 x0T0
� �

,

where T0 is temperature perturbation.

The comparison of BCEC from MAPE to EAPE over

the two storm tracks in November and January at 500-hPa

is shown in Fig. 7a and c. In general, the maximum BCEC

from MAPE to EAPE occurs at upstream of the two storm

track cores. However, the distance between the cores of

storm track and energy conversion is much larger in the

North Pacific than in the North Atlantic like the storm

track–jet relation. Moreover, the core region of maximum

energy conversion in the North Pacific moves southward

from November to January. It is noted that the BCEC from

MAPE to EAPE increases during midwinter in the North

Atlantic, while that in the North Pacific shows insignificant

change.

BCEC from EAPE to EKE is presented in Fig. 7b, d.

Similar to the BCEC from MAPE to EAPE (Fig. 7a, c),

converting potential energy into kinetic energy of pertur-

bations in the North Atlantic increases from November to

January. By analysis of the eddy correlation statistics,

Nakamura et al. (2002) showed that higher correlation

between v0 and T0 (x0 and T0) indicates more efficient

BCEC from MAPE to EAPE (from EAPE to EKE). We

also examine the correlation between x0 and T0 in

November and January. The correlation decreased from

November to January in the North Pacific whereas it

slightly increased in the North Atlantic (not shown). This

implies that BCEC from EAPE to EKE becomes less

efficient due to eddy structure changing from its optimal

state as suggested in Nakamura et al. (2002).

Difference of BCEC between November and January is

examined using vertical-longitude cross section as shown

in Fig. 8. The vertical distribution of BCEC is obtained by

latitudinal average over the maximum conversion region,

namely (37.5�–57.5�N). The BCEC from MAPE to EAPE

shows the maximum at the upper level in the Pacific, while

(a)

(b) (d)

(c)

Fig. 6 Vertical shear of zonal wind between 850- and 500-hPa (left panels) and the Eady growth rate (day-1) between 850- and 500-hPa (right
panels) in a, c November and b, d January

S.-S. Lee et al.: Local energetics and moisture effect in storm tracks 2463
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that is large at the low-level in the Atlantic. It is shown that

the BCEC from EAPE to EKE has maximum at the mid-

level. From November to January, baroclinic energy con-

version in the Pacific decreases, particularly at upstream of

the PST. In the Atlantic, however, baroclinic energy con-

version significantly increases along the core of AST as

well as in its upstream. Particularly, the enhanced BCEC

from MAPE to EAPE at the low-level and from EAPE to

EKE at the mid-level is very remarkable. The correlation

between high-frequency fluctuations in temperature and

meridional velocity at 850-hPa is also examined. Com-

pared with November, the correlation greatly increased in

January in the North Atlantic (not shown) and this means

more efficient in converting the MAPE to EAPE.

Previously, we showed the evident increase of BCEC

from MAPE to EAPE over the North Atlantic in January,

particularly at low-level (Fig. 8c). In order to reveal

which component plays major role in increasing this

energy conversion during midwinter in the North Atlan-

tic, BCEC from MAPE to EAPE at 850-hPa is decom-

posed. We just show meridional component of the BCEC

from MAPE to EAPE in Fig. 9 since it is much larger

than zonal component. The v0T0 term is one of the pri-

mary flux associated with baroclinic instability and

downgradient heat fluxes generate EAPE (Trenberth

1991). Poleward eddy heat flux is dominant in both the

North Pacific and North Atlantic, and that increases over

the North Atlantic in January. However, in the North

Pacific, poleward eddy heat flux slightly decreased and

moved southward in January. From November to Janu-

ary, the increased meridional temperature gradient is

found along east coast of Eurasia and North America

continent, and the maximum meridional temperature

gradient in the North Pacific shifts southwestward. It is

noted that the coincidence of core regions for meridional

eddy heat flux and for meridional temperature gradient in

the North Atlantic plays an important role in determining

the magnitude of meridional component of BCEC from

MAPE to EAPE (PEY). In the North Pacific, in spite of

increase in meridional temperature gradient, magnitude of

PEY in January is similar to that in November due to the

longitudinal discrepancy of maximum v0T0 and oT=oy

regions.

5 Moisture effect

The argument presented in Sect. 4 is based on dry

barotropic and baroclinic dynamics. However, the

northeastward moving Kuroshio Current in the western

North Pacific and Gulf Stream over the Atlantic can

provide additional heat and moisture into the storm track

regions, and influence the local baroclinic growth. Sev-

eral recent studies showed that the heat supply from

warm western boundary currents such as Kuroshio and

Gulf Stream plays an important role in maintaining

baroclinicity, and consequently helps the development of

storm track activity (Nonaka et al. 2009; Taguchi et al.

2009; Sampe et al. 2010). Most explosive cyclone gen-

esis cases in the storm track regions depend on con-

densational latent heat release in the baroclinic eddies

(Sanders and Gyakum 1980). Based on the comparison

between dry and moist development of baroclinic waves

under the same zonal mean flow, Hayashi and Golder

(1981) showed that eddy growth in the presence of latent

heat release is enhanced not only by the eddy energy

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 7 Energy conversion from mean available potential energy to eddy available potential energy (W m-2) (upper panels) and from eddy

available potential energy to eddy kinetic energy (W m-2) (lower panels) at 500-hPa in November (left panels) and January (right panels)
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generated by the latent heat release but also by the fact

that baroclinic energy conversion is strongly enhanced in

the presence of moisture.

Using an extended moist Eady model, Wang and

Barcilon (1986) have shown that the growth rate of the

moist baroclinic instability, besides being dependent of

vertical shear and Burger number, critically depends on the

mean specific humidity in the boundary layer, which

measures the latent heating intensity and the moist static

energy stored in the mean flow. Both the APE, measured

by the vertical shear, and the available moist energy,

measured by the mean specific humidity and the depth of

the moist convergent layer are important energy sources for

the moist baroclinic unstable mode. In the particular

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Fig. 8 Vertical-longitude cross sections of baroclinic energy conver-

sion along 37.5�–57.5�N in a, d November, b, e January, and c, f its

difference between 2 months. Upper (lower) panels indicate energy

conversion from mean available potential energy to eddy available

potential energy (from eddy available potential energy to eddy kinetic

energy). Shadings in c, f represent the values significant at the 95%

confidence level. The thick dotted and dashed lines indicate the axis

of maximum storm track activity and baroclinic energy conversion,

respectively
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condition where the low-level static stability is reduced,

dry baroclinic eddy growth itself could be enhanced, as

suggested by the expression of Eady growth rate. This is

through augmenting vertical motion, which can also

enhance latent heat release.

In order to find out the role of moisture in upstream

region of the storm tracks, characteristics of precipitable

water is examined. Difference of precipitable water

between January and November and subseasonal variation

with storm track activity are presented in Fig. 10. The great

decrease of precipitable water in January is evident in the

North Pacific, particularly southeast of Japan, compared to

in the North Atlantic. In subseasonal variation, the mag-

nitude of precipitable water in upstream of the storm tracks

is comparable in fall and spring over the Pacific and

Atlantic. However, in midwinter, precipitable water in the

Atlantic is relatively larger than that in the Pacific,

particularly along the axis of energy conversion from

MAPE to EAPE. This relatively large amount of precipi-

table water in midwinter over the Atlantic can induce

considerable latent heat release, consequently be an extra

source for the moist synoptic scale wave growth.

The meridional moisture flux is important because it has

an influence on local precipitation and evaporation and

represents a latent heat flux (O’Gorman and Schneider

2008). Raphael (1997) examined the relationship between

the meridional eddy sensible heat (v0T0) and latent heat

fluxes (v0q0) and showed that these fluxes are most strongly

correlated in the storm tracks. Figure 11 illustrates the

characteristics of meridional eddy moisture flux in

November and January by means of the longitude-pressure

cross section. It is noted that meridional eddy moisture flux

in November shows the maximum along the axis of BCEC

from MAPE to EAPE in both the Pacific and Atlantic. The

(a) (d)

(e)(b)

(c) (f)

Fig. 9 Distribution of a, d meridional eddy heat flux (v0T0) (km s-1), b, e meridional temperature gradient (oT=oy) (910-6 km-1), and c, f

�C2 v0T0oT
oy

� �
(PEY) (W m-2) at 850-hPa in November (left panels) and January (right panels)
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meridional eddy moisture flux significantly decreases over

the Pacific in January, whereas that shows slight increase in

the AST. In midwinter, precipitable water (Fig. 10) and

meridional eddy moisture flux (Fig. 11) are significantly

larger over the Atlantic than the Pacific, which indicates

that larger latent heat release plays a certain role on the

stronger storm track activities and eddy-mean interaction

over the Atlantic.

6 Summary and discussion

The remarkable differences of barotropic and baroclinic

energetics related to the contrasting storm track–jet rela-

tionship over the North Pacific and North Atlantic are

investigated using NCEP-2 reanalysis data for the period of

1979–2008. Previous studies have shown that from fall to

midwinter the PST activity weakens following the south-

ward shift of the Pacific jet, but the AST activity remains

steady in position and peaks in midwinter regardless of the

slight southward shift of the Atlantic jet. We have con-

firmed the previous findings that the AST intensity is

stronger than the PST intensity during midwinter although

the winter jet stream is much stronger over the North

Pacific than the North Atlantic.

Eddy properties including eddy shapes and its axial tilt

are noticeably different over the North Pacific and North

Atlantic. Over the North Pacific, the eddy shapes are near

isotropic, but over the North Atlantic, eddies are more

meridionally elongated. Because of strong meridional

elongation of eddies, contribution of stretching deforma-

tion term plays major role in the initiation of the AST

although stretching of basic flow is comparable between

the two storm track regions. On the other hand, the

shearing deformation term stemming from much stronger

horizontal wind shear in East Asia and the North Pacific is

responsible for the genesis of the PST.

Analysis of BCEC suggests that transient eddies should

grow more efficiently over the North Atlantic than the

North Pacific because core regions of poleward and upward

(a)

(b)

Fig. 10 a Difference of precipitable water (kg m-2) between January

and November and b time-longitude cross section of precipitable

water (kg m-2) (shading) and storm track intensity (m s-1) (contour).

Contour interval is 0.6 m s-1 and storm track intensity less than

10 m s-1 is omitted. For the precipitable water and storm track

intensity, the latitudinal band of (35�–50�N) and (37.5�–57.5�N) is

averaged, respectively. The dashed lines indicate the axis of

maximum energy conversion from MAPE to EAPE
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eddy heat fluxes are coincident with that of meridional

temperature gradient. And, the structure of eddies becomes

optimum for BCEC in midwinter as pointed out by

Nakamura et al. (2002). In the slight upstream of the AST,

poleward and upward eddy heat flux is enhanced concur-

rent with the increase of background baroclinicity which in

turn amplifies the BCEC from mean flow to eddy. Fur-

thermore, relatively large amount of precipitable water

which can contribute to latent heat release and greater eddy

moisture flux along the BCEC axis bring benefit to the

strong AST activity in midwinter. On the other hand, the

midwinter minimum of the PST intensity is mainly attrib-

utable to southward shift of the Pacific jet stream which

leads to discrepancy between core regions of poleward and

upward eddy heat flux and that of meridional thermal

gradient, and consequently the decrease of BCEC over far

upstream of the PST. Weakening of eddy-mean flow

interaction due to eddy shape and reduction of moist effect

are also responsible for the weakening of storm track

activities in midwinter.

In the present study, we focused on the climatological

features of the storm track–jet relationship in the North

Pacific and North Atlantic in subseasonal time scale by

analyzing transient eddy properties and barotropic and

baroclinic energetics. Further studies in interannual and

interdecadal time scales may be helpful for better under-

standing of the relationship. In addition, more detailed

analysis is needed to quantify the amount of contribution

from moisture effect on the difference of storm track

activities.
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